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Introduction

This paper is the third in a series concerned with describing elements of a generic foresight process (GFP) (Voros 2001 (Voros , 2003 . The earlier papers were written in the hope that what was described in them might prove useful enough to practitioners to become incorporated into their existing skill-sets or toolkits. As such, they were focussed on the more practical aspects of 'doing' foresight. As a former organisationally-based foresight practitioner myself, the emphasis in those papers was on the relationship between the use of 'tools' and the creation of 'practical know-how' in the Senge-Scharmer model of knowledge creation (Senge & Scharmer 2001) . This model has for some time been a part of our theoretical and methodological toolkit here at the Australian Foresight Institute (Slaughter 2004) . The first paper in this series described a particular set of tools for environmental scanning praxis; the second described a particular theoretical model of foresight with a view to its utility in designing and undertaking practical engagements.
The overall purpose of the present paper is to integrate several different and powerful 'depth' typologies and methods into a single generalised approach to examining the 'layering' of interpretive depth-what one might call a generalised layered methodology (GLM) framework. GLM enables the practitioner to seek greater interpretive depth and to progressively move to deeper levels of understanding as new layers of meaning and sense-making are uncovered or constructed-to whatever depth is necessary or appropriate, given the nature of the foresight engagement.
This deepening of understanding is not only important for analysing the present and the manner of its constitution, but also as a lead-in to the 'prospection' phase of the GFP (Voros 2003, p.15) where the business of creating the distinctive elements of foresight workthe forward views themselves-is undertaken. That is, the contention here is that deeper interpretation leads not only to greater clarity into how the past was laid down and thus how the present came to be, but also to better-informed forward views and images of how the future may yet come to be. Recently, Sohail Inayatullah (2002, p.479) has commented on the need for 'an archaeology of the future'. This particular metaphor for the layering of interpretive depth is taken up and used here.
In the next section, the concepts of 'depth' and 'layers of depth' will be examined in some detail, in order to extract key ideas from several conceptual frameworks and models which seek to provide a 'deeper' view into how reality is constituted. These ideas are then combined into a single integrated scheme of different groups of levels, or 'strata', of possible interpretive layers. The place of layered methods in foresight work is explored, and the utility of these interpretive strata is then discussed to show how one may move from a 'depth' perspective to a deeper understanding of the issue being analysed. Finally, the role of the practitioner's own consciousness in developing insight from a deeper understanding is discussed.
This particular metaphor provides a very useful lead-in to the idea of 'depth' in any analytical or interpretive approach. The uncovering, or rather, recognition, of deeper underlying causal influences usually provides for greater conceptual clarity and insight into the situation being analysed. Yet even the 'deep' system structure and mental models of the systems approach are merely elements of the uppermost layers of a potentially much deeper schema for the analysis of interpretive frameworks. Richard Slaughter has often described a number of 'layers of depth' in futures thinking, and he usually distinguishes three or four main levels: 'pop'; problem-oriented; critical; and epistemological (Slaughter 1999 (Slaughter , 2002 . The topmost layer, 'pop', he characterises as a somewhat glossy and mostly superficial understanding of the futures issue of concern. The problem-oriented level is where a deeper understanding of the issue is attempted and more serious work is undertaken. Below this, the critical level is where the influence of worldviews and meaning-making are examined for their complicity in giving rise to the very problems perceived at the previous level. And at the deepest level, the epistemological, the very nature of knowledge creation is examined, which clearly has a strong bearing on the nature and character of the worldviews we hold, as well as the foundational underpinnings of the futures enterprise itself.
Inayatullah, taking Slaughter's scheme as partial inspiration, developed an analytical method, Causal Layered Analysis (Inayatullah 1998a) , which is useful in 'unpacking' unquestioned assumptions in thinking. It is also useful in workshop settings to get to the deep issues beneath the problems and themes which tend to capture and divert our attention and paralyse us into inaction. Inayatullah conceptualises this layering as follows: First is the 'litany', which represents the standard, widely-held and taken-for-granted views of and automatic responses to the problem or issue of concern. Second, the level of systemic drivers and/or social causes, which are deeper historical, cultural or other factors which have contributed to the present situation. Third, the level of worldview/discourse, which examines the nature and complicity of the perspectives and language used to frame the problem(s) under consideration. And fourth, the underlying myth/metaphor, which examines the unspoken and often unconscious assumptions and images of the present that we hold, and which therefore may influence our image(s) of the future.
In each of the approaches of Slaughter and Inayatullah, 'mind', as a distinct aspect of reality, becomes fundamentally important-there is a transition from focussing on the exterior world of matter and material things to the interior world of cognition and ideas. One can see this transition in the move from 'problem-oriented' futures thinking and the 'social causes' of problems to 'critical' futures thinking and the nature of 'worldview' in framing the problem. Both approaches involve crossing the boundary between the exterior world of observation and measurement to the interior world of perception and interpretation. This boundary is also crossed, in expanded forms of the systems iceberg model, in the move from 'system structure' to 'mental models'.
Clearly, then, a survey of recent research examining how human consciousness operates would be of quite some utility in navigating the move to deeper levels of interpretation. The discussion here will be confined to just four approaches which are illustrative, and which provide the essential ideas for the elements of the different interpretive 'strata' of GLM: Jean Gebser, Clare Graves, Howard Gardner and Ken Wilber. Gebser (1985) studied the historical development of the structures within human consciousness, which he termed archaic, magic, mythic, mental, and integral. He described an overall increase in the internal 'conceptual space' available to consciousness as it evolvedwhat he called an increasing 'intensification' of consciousness-noting multiple modalities of understanding associated with these structures. The later modes tended to replace (or even repress) the prior modes until, by contrast, at the integral structure, all prior modes become fully accessible in and available to consciousness. Because Gebser studied the his-torical development of human consciousness, his study only concerned itself with what was extant at the time of his study; thus, while the 'integral' structure is the last in his sequence, there is no question that it is the final word on this subject. The important point to take from Gebser is that as our consciousness develops over time, this 'intensification' gives rise to differing pictures of reality-pictures which become more extensive, more encompassing, and which thereby discern 'more' of reality. At the integral structure, the picture of reality appears to be the most extensive, so far, by dint of its multi-modal character. Structures following integral would, presumably, have access to even more extensive pictures of reality. The nature of such structures has been described by, for example, Sri Aurobindo Ghose (2003) .
Independently of Gebser, Graves (1970) studied the way that adults conceive of the healthy mature human personality, discovering empirically seven or eight major structures in consciousness closely related to 'values'. The possible application of this work to Futures Studies was discussed by Graves himself (1974) . The essential idea in Graves' model of human personality and values is that increasing complexity in external 'life conditions' or 'problems of existence' produces new pressures on the cognitive coping mechanisms of the human being. The pressure caused by these 'conditions without' usually leads-in the absence or overcoming of barriers to change-to the activation or emergence of newer 'capacities within'. The human being thus moves progressively from lower to higher levels of 'psychological existence', as he termed it, in response to the need to cope with and/or adapt to external environmental pressures. This idea is somewhat similar to Toynbee's concept of 'challenge and response' for civilisations in his model of macrohistory (Galtung & Inayatullah 1997, pp.120-7) , albeit occurring, in Graves' work, at the level of the individual rather than that of the civilisation. Graves' model is an evolutionary model of human cognitive functioning and value systems. Like Gebser, he too noted an increase in the internal conceptual space of the human being as newer structures in consciousness became active (Graves 1981, p.2) . His work was later taken up and extended by Don Beck and Christopher Cowan to become the model now known as Spiral Dynamics (Beck & Cowan 1996 ).
Gardner's main thesis is that human consciousness contains 'multiple intelligences' which appear to be relatively independent, and which may each be more or less developed in different people (Gardner 1993) . More recently he has described some eight or so of these intelligences, including verbal/linguistic, logical/mathematical, spatial, kinesthetic, musical, and so on. He has also taken the view that each quasi-independent intelligence 'stream' can undergo its own development through definite levels or 'waves' (Gardner et al. 1990) , and that it is possible to be relatively highly developed in one stream while simultaneously being relatively poorly developed in others. Thus, according to Gardner, the usual IQ test is severely limited in utility because it assesses merely one or two of these multiple intelligences-usually the linguistic and mathematical. It may thereby produce skewed assessments of people who may have lower development in those intelligences being measured while nevertheless being 'highly intelligent' in other intelligences not measured by the standard IQ test. The key idea here is that of multiple and relatively independent intelligences and, therefore, different 'ways of knowing', which each-echoing the findings of Gebser and Graves-undergo evolutionary development from less complex to more complex.
The work of Gebser, Graves and Gardner, as well as the Spiral Dynamics model, have all been incorporated into Wilber's model for the evolution of human consciousness (Wilber 2000) . Wilber's model acts as a high-level guide to the major 'orienting generalisations' in human evolution and the human knowledge quest. As such, it is a very useful source for gaining an overview of this vast territory, and for finding those researchers who focus in more closely on particular aspects of it. A more detailed discussion of both Wilber's model and of Spiral Dynamics was given in an earlier paper (Voros 2001) .
Using key ideas from these and other sources, a generalised system of multiple 'strata' of interpretation can be constructed which draws upon and incorporates particular insights from each model. This generalised system is described in the next section.
The major layers of interpretive 'strata'
The GLM model uses four major 'strata' of depth. These are:
1. external artifacts or 'constructs of consciousness'. That is, regularities or effects perceived to exist in the outside 'objective' world, such as 'surface' trends and patterns, and 'deeper' systemic drivers of change, as in the systems iceberg model; 2. internal artifacts or 'contents of consciousness'. For instance, the particular mental models and/or specific mindsets and worldviews we possess, such as scientific, economic, environmental, ecological, communitarian, conservative, traditionalist, and so on. These contents of consciousness give us the stock of conceptual models, images and metaphors which we use to make sense of events taking place in the world and to construct the artifacts of consciousness above which are perceived to exist in the outside world; 3. internal processes or 'capacities of consciousness'. That is, the types of adaptive intelligences, structures, modes and functional processes which operate within our consciousness. The form and manner of these processes or structures define, in a sense, the overall possible 'shape' and character of the specific contents at the stratum above. These structures are not necessarily rigid or fixed for all time; rather they can be somewhat malleable and may change over time. And 4. external 'conditions of existence' or 'life conditions'. These are environmental, social, cultural and other factors and processes which may be short-or long-term. They may shape, challenge and even bring forth the internal capacities at the stratum above.
There can be multiple layers or sub-levels within each stratum, and the source models mentioned above generally touch upon one or two of these four main strata, usually in more detail and with more levels of analysis within their own context. For example, the usual 'systems iceberg' metaphor generally focuses on the top-most stratum ('constructs'): patterns and trends underpinned by deeper drivers and system structure. While this two sub-layer progression does represent a deepening of the analysis, it nevertheless remains within the single stratum of 'constructs' perceived to lie outside of consciousness in the external world. The systems iceberg model touches the second stratum ('contents') when it undertakes considerations of 'mental models', which is clearly a shift from external artifacts to internal models within consciousness.
Causal Layered Analysis (Inayatullah 1998a ) encompasses both of the top two strata, moving as it does into explicit consideration of the external world of litany and social causes ('constructs') and then into the internal world of worldviews and deeper metaphors in consciousness ('contents'). The four layers of Causal Layered Analysis are thus seen, within the GLM framework, to divide into two groups of two-the upper two being a sub-layering scheme within the constructs stratum, the lower two being a sub-layering scheme within the contents stratum.
Slaughter's layering of futures thinking deals with several of the strata: constructspop level 'trends' and deeper systemic causes in the problem-oriented layer; contents-the level of critical futures thinking; and it also tilts at those below, with its reference in the epistemological layer to the role of consciousness and the study of macrohistorical forces (Slaughter 1999, p.447 The work of Gebser and Gardner examines the third stratum in detail, as does that of Wilber, describing basic structures of consciousness. Wilber also usually makes explicit note of what he calls 'deep structures' and 'surface structures' in consciousness (Wilber 2000 , note 7, pp.221-2). Wilber's 'deep structures' broadly correspond in the terminology used here to the general 'capacities' of consciousness, while the specific 'surface structures' are expressions of particular 'contents' of consciousness.
The work of Graves, Beck and Cowan, while also dealing with how capacities shape contents, explicitly examines the interplay between the third and fourth strata-how existential conditions without interact with and, in part, shape capacities within. Models of social change and macrohistory (Inayatullah 1998b ) take as their focus the fourth stratum, as they provide a way to understand historical change, which, in the Graves/Spiral Dynamics model, is one of the aspects of the life conditions faced by a conscious being at any particular time. Macrohistory, in particular, appears to provide the deepest possible view or perspective on life conditions, as it seeks after broad principles rather than specific instances. In the language of Galtung & Inayatullah (1997, pp.2-3) , macrohistory is diachronic (tracing a process 'through time') and nomothetic (searching for regular, general 'laws' of change), and is not concerned with the narrower focus of a region of space at a particular time ('synchronic'), or with a specific, single case ('idiographic').
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At this point, a metaphor might make the four main strata clearer (to use a metaphorical/visual mode of thinking). Imagine a broad, slow river flowing in a wide, flat river valley. We may observe various currents and swirls ('constructs') moving across the surface of the river. Below the surface is where the deeper currents operating in the river lie ('contents'), whose motion influences the surface currents we see. Defining the overall shape and path of the water's flow and the limits of the motions of the deeper currents are the shape and structure of the banks and bed of the river ('capacities'). And, potentially altering the direction and lie of the river bed and banks are broader-scale environmental and geological processes ('conditions').
This metaphor also suggests another important aspect of the GLM model-each deeper stratum has a longer characteristic time-frame of change associated with it, and is correspondingly fuzzier with respect to fine details. This idea will be briefly explored below. Table 1 lists the main interpretive strata, and shows some representative elements from the several sources already mentioned in order to provide an intuitive 'feel' for the contents of each stratum.
The reader may have noted the shift from an external focus in the first stratum, to an internal focus in the second. However, as is clear from Table 1 , both of these strata are concerned with examining artifacts of consciousness-in the 'constructs' stratum these artifacts are perceived to lie in the external world (or at least outside of consciousness)-while in the 'contents' stratum they are located inside consciousness as the very mental models used to make sense of the external world. These internal artifacts are potentially subject to conscious change-one can choose to use different mental models, frameworks of understanding or other sense-making contents of thinking, and may thereby perceive different categories, trends, system drivers, social causes or other such constructs in the outside world. Of course, to do so requires the use of a reflexive process of consciously examining the contents of our own consciousness-something which, while easy enough to say, is rather more difficult to do.
The third stratum, 'capacities', also having an internal focus, contains the structures of cognition or the very intelligences we use-not merely mental models or frameworks of understanding, but rather the very processes or structures in consciousness itself which are available to us. Their form, nature and overall 'shape' influences the sort of contents they hold. For example, a 'mental/rational' mode of thinking will have a different 'shape' to it, and hold different contents, than a 'mythic' or 'magical' mode (Gebser 1985; Wilber 2000) . Or, to take another example using Gardner's multiple intelligences, a 'musical' intelligence in operation will similarly have a different overall 'shape' and hold different contents of thinking-such as metaphors-than the 'kinesthetic' intelligence, or the 'spatial' intelligence, and so on (Gardner 1993) . These different capacities of consciousness influence different contents which in turn give rise to different perceptions of constructs in the external world. Thus one can see a sort of 'upwards cascade' whereby a change in thinking system at stratum 3 can produce a different perception of external 'reality' at stratum 1.
The fourth stratum, 'conditions', again returns to a focus on the external world. In the Graves/Spiral Dynamics model, this stratum is considered to have four main types of life conditions: historic times; geographic place; particular problems of existence; and specific circumstances. Some of these life conditions are within the purview of models of social change and macrohistory, others of psychology, and so on. The key point here is that a particular configuration of forces or factors in stratum 4 is capable of being interpreted in many different ways depending on the particular model (i.e. stratum-2 artifact) being used and its scope of interest-be it matter, body, mind or spirit, individual or collective, interior or exterior (Wilber 2000) . One can also see here how macrohistorical change can give rise to evolution of consciousness; that is, to changes in structures in stratum 3. Of course, the third and fourth strata have a very strong degree of interaction, because the form of the capacities available to members of a society affects the nature and type of society which results, and this, in turn, affects the type of life conditions which will be extant and into which newer members of the society are born and raised. Thus, there is a rather tight interweaving of effects and factors in the third and fourth strata.
Situating layered methods in foresight work
As mentioned in the introduction, this paper is the third in a series which examines aspects of a generic model of foresight work-a 'generic foresight process' (GFP) framework. The GFP was described, chronologically, in the second of the two earlier papers (Voros 2003) . For convenience, the main diagram showing the essence of the GFP is reprinted here in Figure 1 .
In that paper, 'foresight' was conceptualised as a broad sequence of methodological activities leading from the gathering of Inputs, to the Analysis and Interpretation of these inputs, to the creation of forward views ('Prospection') and the generation of Outputs which then become inputs into the further processes of strategy creation and strategic planning. One can see from the diagram that certain types of methodology are naturally 'situated' within the overall 'flow' of the broad process. The actual specific methodologies employed at each stage are not fixed in this conception, but remain open to an informed choice by the foresight practitioner, subject to the specific requirements of the particular foresight engagement. This flexibility within the general framework ensures that a highly customised foresight process can be created for the unique needs of any specific engagement, rather than simply re-using a standard approach or methodology and forcing the engagement to fit the method, like the Procrustean bed of Greek legend. Note that while the diagram appears to portray this process as a simple linear one, there are-both conceptually and in practice-very many feedback loops from the later phases to all of the earlier ones; and therefore also many feed-forward effects as the loop pathways are re-traversed, perhaps more than once. These are omitted for the sake of diagrammatic simplicity to show only the 'broad flow' of the overall process, absent all of the finer details of many possible recursion loops.
In addition, the Strategy 'phase' as portrayed in a single box is really just an attempt to denote on a simple diagram the many highly complex and continuing strategic processes which go on in an organisation, in order to visually suggest that foresight is an input into Strategy processes. These latter obviously extend their influence beyond the simple box form portrayed in the diagram and inform several layers of organisational activity below, such as managerial/allocative and tactical processes, which in turn inform operational processes, and so on. The interest in the GFP paper, however, was merely to show how foresight interacts with and 'feeds into' Strategy, which latter is well understood and has a huge literature concerning it (see, for example, Mintzberg et al. 1998) . For that reason, 'Strategy', as such, was considered a 'given' there. Obviously, the word 'Strategy' is a generic term which could also encompass appropriately broader meanings depending upon the context, such as 'Policy' in non-corporate and governmental organisational contexts, for example.
The first paper in this series (Voros 2001 ) described a particular approach to environmental scanning, a methodology classed as an Input method in the GFP's conception of foresight. It also contained some tools which could be useful for the initial 'sense-making' undertaken in the Analysis phase.
The GLM framework described in this paper is an example of a way to structure the Interpretation phase of the GFP. One has considerable freedom to create whatever degree of depth one wishes to use within the Interpretation phase, depending upon its suitability for the particular foresight engagement. In the organisational foresight work reported in the GFP paper (Voros 2003) , the nature of the different foresight engagements we were asked to undertake was such that the use of strata deeper than 'constructs' was relatively rare. We were able, however, from time to time, to undertake some deeper foresight work which touched upon 'contents' (as in the Student Experience Project, for example), and even upon 'capacities' and 'conditions' in one instance. This last was for our work on the Swinburne Scenarios, where we used an understanding of the Spiral Dynamics structures of Orange and Green (Voros 2001, p.541) as the basis for characterising two different scenario worldviews, which are themselves situated within a broader milieu of macrohistorical change. Interestingly, echoes of these two structures in consciousness can also be found in the two most recent public scenarios from Shell, Business Class and Prism, respectively.
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As one might expect from a 'flow' model of foresight work, however, there are also linkages to both the Analysis phase which precedes Interpretation, and to the Prospection phase which follows it. These linkages will be briefly explored as part of the discussion below.
From 'depth' to 'understanding' -the use of layered methods in foresight work
To this point this paper has introduced and described a system of levels of 'depth' based on a synthesis of various approaches. The purpose of introducing a 'depth' perspective on anything is, in general, to seek for or uncover deeper levels of understanding than a more superficial or 'surface' view reveals, and thereby to potentially generate new insight, which latter is an emergent property of the prepared mind. Let us now make use of this perspective to examine what new understandings might emerge when it is used as part of foresight work. GLM is designed for use in analysing interpretive frameworks, so it finds its natural home in the Interpretation phase of the GFP. However, it also has relevance to the Analysis phase because it can both inform and lead to a re-examination of the categories used, selected, created or defined in that stage of the process. From the perspective of GLM, the sense-making categories created or used in the Analysis phase (i.e. 'constructs') will depend upon the mental models (i.e. 'contents') which are in operation in the mind of the analyst/practitioner during the sense-making activity.
One way of interpreting the Analysis phase is that it is an interpretive perspective located solely within the constructs stratum-that is, that Analysis by itself simply uses or produces a set of constructs which are not necessarily consciously or reflexively examined or critiqued, nor their origin via the use of particular mental models. Thus we might formally describe Analysis-somewhat frighteningly!-as a 'purely constructs-stratum interpretive perspective'. But I recommend against using this sort of language in polite company, or in an actual foresight engagement! By moving to a deeper level of interpretive analysis, however-that is, by consciously examining the contents of the interpretive framework used to create the constructs in the first place-one may become aware of the models used, alter them if desired, and thereby re-conceptualise the constructs used in or found during Analysis. Thus, Analysis followed by Interpretation, and a recursion through the phases, can lead to an entirely new set of categories or constructs with which to make sense of the data produced by the Inputs phase. This is but one example of the possible feed-back and feed-forward recursive loops in the GFP mentioned above.
In workshop settings, one would, in practice, probably not go below the second stratum, contents-Causal Layered Analysis is perfectly suited to this degree of depth of interpretive analysis; i.e. to the level of deep myth/metaphor. The practitioner or facilitator might, however, use an awareness of the yet-deeper capacities stratum to help shift a fruitless discussion into a new discourse. For example, worldviews/discourses which are constituted by economic, scientific, engineering, or mechanical language or metaphors can all be seen to emanate largely from the single deeper capacity of mental/rational 'formal operational' thinking-see the Charts in Wilber (2000) , and the discussion about the Orange structure in Voros (2001) . The facilitator might, if the discussion is 'going around in circles' as it were, choose to introduce metaphors emanating from another or different type of thinking capacity entirely, say musical, and see where the discourse heads using different metaphors. The exact choice of capacity is less important than the awareness of the very existence of such capacities. The point is that by having an awareness of the deeper capacities underlying the contents of thinking, novelty, different perspectives, and different 'ways of knowing' can be consciously introduced into a discussion if it becomes 'bogged down', or if it circulates unfruitfully around a stale set of ideas. This awareness also allows the facilitator to assess the readiness of participants to take on or use different metaphors and their related discourses/worldviews.
An important observation made earlier regarding the interpretive strata is that they seem to have longer time-frames for change the deeper they lie. For example, in the constructs stratum, pop/litany-level trends have a shorter 'half-life' (so to speak) of change than the deeper system drivers and social causes. These in turn have shorter change halflives than worldviews, which may be shorter again than those of the myth or metaphor which may underpin or lie at the heart of these worldviews. Changes or transformations in consciousness may take decades or even centuries, while macrohistorical change may take many centuries. The exact numerical time-scales are not as important as the realisation that an understanding of the effects or dynamics in deeper strata provides for a correspondingly longer potential 'casting forward' of these dynamics into the future-what Bertrand de Jouvenel called 'jetties': the future is not known through the guesswork of the mind, but through social efforts, more or less conscious, to cast 'jetties' out from the established order and into the uncertainty ahead (de Jouvenel 1967, p.45) .
The flip side of this approach to 'casting forward', though, is that a lower degree of detail is possible within the deeper strata than within the upper. Macrohistorical change is of the 'broad sweep of history' type, while pop-level trends tend to be rather more detailed and specific, albeit highly transient when compared to macrohistorical forces. Thus the relatively longer change half-life of a deeper stratum may provide for a potentially longer 'casting forward' into the future than a shallower stratum, but with commensurately less detail.
In this way, deeper Interpretation not only clarifies and may generate deeper understanding about current reality but may more deeply inform thinking about potential future reality. In other words, the deeper the degree of analysis of interpretive frameworks carried out in the Interpretation phase, the better founded and grounded the Prospection phase will thereby be.
There appear to my mind to be two major classes of prospective methods:
• evolutionary methods, which develop or evolve forward in time relatively continuously from a distinct starting point or configuration, usually in the present; and
• revolutionary methods, which seek to project or jump forward largely discontinuously into some future state of being, without necessarily a clear connection to the prior state.
A deeper Interpretation step can inform both of these forms of prospective methods. For evolutionary methods, the deeper the stratum used, the further forward we may conceptually evolve the dynamics-i.e. the longer the de Jouvenel 'jetty', as it were. For the case of revolutionary methods, a deeper Interpretation opens the way to challenge our assumptions in an even deeper fashion than may be possible when operating in shallower strata. These ideas will be explored in more detail in a later paper. The GFP paper (Voros 2003) discussed the utility of the GFP as a design and diagnostic tool. Similarly, the GLM framework can also be used both to design a particular and specific multi-layer interpretive framework for use in the Interpretation phase, as well as to diagnose the strengths of other interpretive frameworks or approaches so as to understand their particular utility in Interpretation. These ideas, too, are something for another day, as space does not permit their further exploration here.
Toward insight-'know thyself '
Legend has it that the phrase 'know thyself' was inscribed above the entrance to the Temple of Apollo at Delphi in ancient Greece. It is interesting because, being placed outside and above the entrance, it is clearly an injunction to those who enter. This temple was the workplace of an Oracle who was supposed to have been able to see the future, so those who came in were seeking insight into the future. It is also interesting because it did not say 'Entrance', or 'The Oracle is [IN] ', or 'Athenian Express cards welcome', or anything like that. Rather, it tells the person entering to be aware of self-to know themselves-before inquiring or trying to know more about the future. Why? What has 'knowing thyself' have to do with hearing the Oracle declaim on the future?
Perhaps it is because the Oracle's pronouncements were always ambiguous. The key point, one might argue, is that the Oracle's words had to be interpreted, for they were not simply statements of soon-to-be objective 'fact' in the naïve sense of positivism. No, the Oracle's pronouncements needed to be interpreted for their relevance to the seeker ; and thus, because interpretation was involved, the mechanisms of interpretation within the seeker needed to be understood by the seeker. The Oracle was a possible source of information about the future, and seekers needed to be aware of their own subjective biases and filters (i.e. contents and capacities), with respect to the information coming from the Oracle. If they were not aware of these-that is, if they did not heed the injunction to know themselvesthen they might interpret the sayings of the Oracle in ways that could be of limited or no utility, or possibly to their detriment.
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At the Australian Foresight Institute (AFI), in our work we frequently use the metaphor of the pupil/iris of the human eye. But the way we use it is different to more conventional interpretations of 'the eye' in connection with 'foresight'. We reverse the metaphor by saying that the realm of foresight lies not in the outside world beyond the eye-in the constructs and conditions perceived to lie there-but rather in the inside world behind it-in the contents and capacities of our consciousness and perception. That is, while foresight is often conceived of as an activity which looks to or at alternative futures lying somehow 'out there', our view is that real understanding and insight comes from being able to look within; that seeing into ourselves gives us the greatest power to prospect and influence the future. In other words, deep understanding and insight come from 'in-sight'-the ability to look within and to know ourselves.
Reflexive consciousness is one manner by which we can understand our own filters, biases, and interpretive structures. Thus, we need to develop our ability to be self-reflexive-to perceive the workings of the world 'in here'-for it is the way that our 'in here' is structured which shapes, in large part, the 'out there' that we see. The signals coming into our consciousness are filtered by the contents and capacities of our consciousness to produce the maps of constructs and conditions we use to make sense of the territory; maps which we also use to guide our choices and actions. These maps are always incomplete-necessarily so, because we simply cannot absorb all of the information which impinges upon our minds. In order to function, we must screen out some of these signals, and this screening leads to our having only partial maps of the 'real' territory (whatever that may be). While no map can ever be a perfect replica of the territory it seeks to describe, as long as we are aware of the contingent and partial nature of our maps of reality, we are in a position and of a mind to critique and double-check the perceptions and assumptions we have about the lay of the future landscape.
And thus we need to know more about the way our interior consciousness is or may be constituted. This means being able to reflect upon our own thinking and cognition by objectifying the subjective filters and interpretive frameworks-the contents and capacities which lie within-which our consciousness uses to make sense of the world-via the constructs and conditions which we perceive to lie without. The four interpretive strata of the GLM model are meant to provide one possible means for doing so, as just one example of the many ways there are to understand the many ways we seek to understand.
Concluding remarks
This paper has described a generalised scheme, drawing upon a number of powerful 'depth' typologies and methods, for the layering of interpretive frameworks, which is intended to be used largely during the Interpretation phase of the Generic Foresight Process (Voros 2003) .
As part of our work at the AFI, we have been engaged for some years in a program of 'methodological renewal' (Slaughter 2004, p.844) . In part this involves the application of a 'depth understanding' (ibid.) to existing methodologies, which simply means taking account of the 'interior' dimension of human experience rather than simply focusing on the 'exterior' (and easily measurable) 'surface' dimension. It is possible to apply this approach or perspective to all elements of foresight work, including the very notion of 'depth' itself. While many contemporary foresight practitioners intuitively understand that drivers of change are 'deeper' effects than merely trends, and that an understanding of 'mental models' represents an even 'deeper' level of insight, it is still quite unusual for much attention to be paid to the underlying structures of human consciousness itself. In other words, this paper has arisen from applying, as it were, a 'depth' approach to the idea of 'depth' itself.
While such an approach may perhaps sound esoteric or overly-theoretical there are very important reasons for taking the time to pay close attention to these interior dimensions of our humanity. As part of our teaching (and occasional consulting work) in the area of 'visioning' and 'images of the future' (see, for example, the seminal work of Polak 1973), we have found that the very power of these prospective methodologies places an increased responsibility on the practitioner to use or wield these powerful tools with greater care and with 'skillful means'. Such methods used without a deep knowledge of their underpinnings, and the potential impact on the human beings involved in the processes of these methodologies, can easily produce results which are unsatisfactory, un-useful, and possibly even hurtful to the people involved. Done well and with due care, visioning and imaging open people up to vast new vistas of insight and often lead to the dropping of guardedness and a settingaside of emotional 'shielding', at least for a short while. If people are not treated carefully while in this more vulnerable state, they can be left disillusioned, disheartened and disagreeable to any further foresight processes. A depth perspective seeks to take explicit account of the intangible and unmeasurable internal realms of human conscious experience-realms for which we are still only just beginning to discover the broad contours and outlines. The further exploration of inner space promises to produce discoveries every bit as breath-taking and marvellous as our recent explorations of outer space . . .
A central discovery of our work of the last few years has been that a depth understanding within the foresight practitioner produces a better result from the methodology. Slaughter summarises the result of years of AFI work when he says simply that 'it is depth within the practitioner that evokes depth and capability in whatever method is being used' (Slaughter 2004, p.846) . One might even be moved to say that this viewpoint reveals the Delphic injunction to 'know thyself' applies just as much to the oracles (of whatever era) as it does to the seekers. . . This paper has sought to provide one model of a deeper framework of understanding. The hope is that the integrative and syncretic approach taken here can be a useful model to help others to develop their own deeper frameworks, possibly based on the system described here, or possibly on another scheme entirely. As in the GFP paper, the framework presented here is intended to provide a template; in this instance, a template upon which to fashion an interpretive perspective, as needed, for the Interpretation phase of a foresight engagement.
For those who decide to take up this approach, or any related one of their own devising, I would ask, in closing, for them to please report their findings and discoveries back to the rest of the foresight practitioner community. This is vital to ensure we grow the knowledge base of foresight work and carry the discipline forward. For the historic times we find ourselves in seem to require as much foresight as we can possibly muster and bring to bear on the problems of existence we currently face.
Notes
1. It is important to remember that, according to GLM, any model or framework of understanding about any subject is necessarily a stratum-2 artifact. The subject matter which a model attempts to describe might pertain to any of the strata, but the model itself is simply a mental model, and is therefore a denizen of stratum 2. This is also true of the GLM model itself, of course, and of all the models it draws upon. It is important to recognise this distinction between conceptual models, their subject matter, and where they each inhabit the GLM strata.
2. See the Shell scenarios web site at <www.shell.com/scenarios/> 3. An example of this from English literature is found in Shakespeare's Macbeth. Macbeth interpreted the pronouncement of the three 'weird sisters' that he would be safe until the day Birnam Wood came to Dunsinane, as a statement that he was invincible, for he remarked: 'that will never be'. And yet Birnam Wood did 'come', after a fashion, and thus was he doomed. His own interpretive filters did not allow for him to see that such a statement did not need to be interpreted literally; that there were ways of interpreting the statement other than the one he wanted to see.
